FRAME TO BE CONSTRUCTED OF 950mmX950mmX150mm (38"X38"X6") ANGLE IRON

150mm (6")

450mm (18")

BUILDING WALL

BRACE TO WALL

DOOR SIZE 900mm (36")

DOOR SIZE 900mm (36")

150mm (6")

FRAME TO BE CONSTRUCTED OF 950mmX950mmX150mm (38"X38"X6") ANGLE IRON

150mm (6")

DOOR SIZE 900mm (36")

DOOR SIZE 900mm (36")

AUTOMATIC CHANGE OVER REGULATOR

FLEXIBLE CONNECTION

PROPANE TANK

ANGLE IRON SUPPORT ROD

HASP AND LOCK

HEAVY DUTY HINGE (TYP.)

25mmX25mm (1"x1") STEEL MESH SCREEN

ANGLE IRON POSTS TO BE CAST IN STRUCTURAL SLAB

150mm (6") CONCRETE STRUCTURAL SLAB

PROPAINE CYLINDER TANK DETAIL

N.T.S.